Recent advances in design and fabrication of photonic-phononic waveguides have enabled stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) in silicon-based platforms, such as under-etched silicon waveguides and hybrid waveguides. Due to the sophisticated design and more importantly high sensitivity of the Brillouin resonances to geometrical variations in micro-and nano-scale structures, it is necessary to have access to the localized opto-acoustic response along those waveguides to monitor their uniformity and maximize their interaction strength. In this work, we design and fabricate photonicphononic waveguides with a deliberate width variation on a hybrid silicon-chalcogenide photonic chip and confirm the effect of the geometrical variation on the localized Brillouin response using a distributed Brillouin measurement.
Stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) is an inelastic scattering process in which energy of the optical pump wave is coupled to a frequency down-shifted Stokes wave through a moving acoustic wave. SBS enables a range of applications such as microwave signal processing [1] [2] [3] , microwave signal generation [4, 5] , light storage [6] [7] [8] [9] and sensing [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . There has been a strong interest to activate SBS-enabled functionalities in silicon platforms. This is mainly due to the fact that silicon photonics is capable of integrating multiple functions such as modulators and detectors into a single chip using the same facilities as for microelectronics circuits [17] . However, harnessing SBS in silicon-based platforms is challenging. This difficulty is mainly attributed to the acoustic mode leakage in silicon on insulator (SOI) devices which results in a poor opto-acoustic overlap [18] . Moreover, nonlinear loss caused by two photon absorption (TPA) and free carrier absorption (FCA) limits the coupled pump power and hence the nonlinear coupling to acoustic waves [19] . A number of approaches have been demonstrated to harness SBS in silicon, such as under-etched silicon structures, which allows for strong opto-acoustic overlap in SOI platforms [20] and suspended silicon membranes which allows for independent photonic and phononic design and therefore significantly lower propagation loss [19] .
Recently, the hybrid integration of soft glasses on a silicon-based platform has been demonstrated, in which SBS interaction takes place in the soft glass while the coupling into and out of the waveguide is through silicon grating couplers [21] . This approach takes advantage of a large SBS coefficient and negligible nonlinear loss in the soft glass (As 2 S 3 ) while giving access to the rich library of functional silicon devices, which is promising for bringing SBS-functionalities into a silicon integrated photonics platform. Such novel design requires a characterization system to evaluate the opto-acoustic interaction at critical design points such as bends and tapers. This is of critical importance since structural variations along the waveguide results in Brillouin resonance broadening and reduces the Brillouin scattering efficiency [22] . Therefore, an SBS-based distributed measurement technique with high spatial resolution is required to map SBS response against the position in the few-mm long hybrid waveguides.
Brillouin scattering has been widely employed to study the uniformity and acoustic properties of optical fibers and micro-structures. Distributed Brillouin scattering has been employed to map the excited surface acoustic waves in microfibers [23] and to study the effect of diameter and microstructure fluctuations in photonics crystal fibers [24] [25] [26] . In-situ monitoring of a tapered fiber dicorrelation peak pump probe
FIG. 1. Schematic of the BOCDA scheme in a hybrid waveguide. The gray region shows the silicon grating couplers tapers into the chalcogenide waveguide which is colored in yellow. w1 and w2 are 1.9 µm and 1.08 µm, respectively. The waveguide is scanned by changing the position of the correlation peak along the waveguide. ameter based on backward Brillouin spectroscopy was reported by [14] . On-chip waveguide characterization was also performed using distributed SBS measurement on a planar lightwave circuit (PLC) [10] and more recently on a chacogenide photonic waveguide [27] . Forward Brillouin scattering, also called guided acoustic wave Brillouin scattering (GAWBS) was used to characterize the diameter of a tapered fiber [28] [29] [30] and the core diameter of photonics crystal fibers [31] . This work presents a custom-designed photonic waveguide for distributed sensing in order to confirm geometric variations of the photonic waveguides with a confirmed spatial resolution. Brillouin optical correlation domain analysis (BOCDA) technique based on an amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) of an Erbium doped fiber [27, 32] was employed to characterize the silicon-chalcogenide hybrid waveguide. The hybrid integration approach underpinned by the flexible electron beam lithography (EBL) patterning technique enables us to introduce controlled variations in the waveguide in order to demonstrate and confirm the spatial resolution and the sensing capability of the distributed SBS measurement system.
A schematic of the hybrid waveguide is shown in Fig.  1 . The design starts with a SOI platform consisting of silicon grating couplers to couple light into the standard silicon nanowire (220 × 450 nm) which continues for 2 mm. The width of the silicon nanowire is adiabatically reduced to 150 nm before it interfaces with the 690 nm thick chalcogenide (As 2 S 3 ) region so that the optical mode can progressively transfers from the silicon to the chalcogenide waveguide. The chalcogenide strip waveguide is 1.9 µm wide which is adiabatically reduced to 1.08 µm in the middle for 2 mm. The total length of the chalcogenide waveguide is 6 mm and the length of the tapers is 15 µm.
Since the Brillouin frequency shift (BFS) is sensitive to the waveguide cross section, the variation in the width can be detected by monitoring the BFS along the waveguide. In the back-scattered SBS process the coupling between the optical pump and the Stokes waves through the traveling acoustic wave is most efficient when the three waves are phase-matched. That is, if the propagation constant of the pump and Stokes waves are k p and k s , then the propagation constant of the acoustic wave must be q = k p − k s [33] . Under this condition, one or more acoustic modes will exist for a given optical mode, whose overlap with the optical mode creates the Brillouin gain profile and determines the BFS. The BFS is defined by the following equation:
where v a is the velocity of each acoustic mode in the medium, n eff is the effective refractive index and λ is the pump wavelength. As a result, any change in waveguide geometry affects the effective refractive index and the acoustic mode resonances [23] and consequently the BFS. The distributed measurement of SBS responses in the waveguide with 2 mm spatial resolution is enabled by the BOCDA technique [11] . In this method, the pump and the probe signals are driven from a random noise source (in this case a filtered ASE source) in such a way that the efficient SBS interaction between the two waves occurs only at the correlation peak. As illustrated in the schematic in Fig. 1 , the local SBS responses along the waveguide could be obtained by moving the position of the correlation peak. More details about this technique is provided in references [27, 32] .
Unlike the time-dependent techniques, where the spatial resolution is limited by the pulse width [34] , the spatial resolution in this method is mainly limited by the stochastic nature of the ASE source which limits the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the measurement. The spatial resolution in the ASE-based BOCDA measurement is given by 1 2 V g ∆t, where V g is the group velocity of the optical mode and ∆t is inversely related to the spectral bandwidth of the pump and the probe.
A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig.  2 , where an ASE source is sent to a band pass filter and after passing through a polarization beam splitter, is split to the pump and probe signals. In the probe arm, an RF frequency equal to the BFS is applied to the modulator to implement single side-band carrier suppressed (SSB-CS) modulation, generating the probe by downshifting the pump. By sweeping the probe signal using an RF synthesizer, the Brillouin gain spectrum around the BFS is measured. An intensity modulator in the pump arm is used to generate 500 ns pump pulses with repetition rate of 10 µs. The same RF pulse generator that is used in the pump arm, triggers the lock-in amplifier (LIA) at the detection stage. The use of an LIA in the setup improves the SNR.
The distributed measurement along the waveguide is performed by changing the relative delay between the pump and the probe arms using a delay line. The spectral resolution of the distributed measurements is 4.5 MHz. After collecting the backscattered signal at port 3 of the circulator, a sharp optical filter is used before the photodetector in order to remove the pump back reflection from the grating couplers as much as possible. The filtering of the pump back reflection in this experiment is necessary since the pump back-reflection from the silicon grating coupler is significant. However, filtering at this stage is challenging since the back-reflected pump and the amplified probe have a broad spectral overlap. Therefore, it is not possible to filter the pump back reflection without cutting part of the SBS signal.
To confirm the BFS associated with each waveguide geometry, we first measured the integrated SBS response in two hybrid reference waveguides with 1.08 µm and 1.9 µm widths as shown in Fig. 3(a) . The length of each reference waveguide is 6 mm and the width is constant along the waveguide. Figure. 3(b) and (c) show the integrated SBS response for 1.08 µm wide and 1.9 µm wide waveguides, respectively. As illustrated in Fig. 3 , the BFS for the two reference waveguides with different cross sections happens at different frequencies as expected from Eq. (1). In addition, the Brillouin spectrum of the wider reference waveguides consists of two BFS peaks, while the Brillouin spectrum of the narrower waveguide has only one BFS. This is most likely due to the alignment mismatch between the silicon taper and the chalcogenide waveguide resulting in the excitation of some higher order optical modes in the wide waveguide. This is also further supported by the simulation result in Ref. [21] , suggesting that the chalcogenide waveguide with 1.9 µm can accommodate up to three higher order TE modes, although some of them are very lossy.
We then changed the device under test to the hybrid waveguide with varying width and performed an integrated SBS measurement to observe the Brillouin spectrum of the entire waveguide. In order to perform this measurement, we set the spatial resolution of the measurement to twice the length of the waveguide (12 mm) by filtering the ASE bandwidth to 5 GHz. The delay line is adjusted in such a way that the pump and the probe arms have exactly the same length so that the correlation peak occurs in the middle of the waveguide and covers the entire structure. Fig. 4(a) illustrates the integrated SBS response of the hybrid waveguide. As seen in Fig. 4(a) , the Brillouin spectrum consists of three BFS at distinct frequencies of 7.60, 7.74 and 7.82 GHz.
A higher spatial resolution is required to individually detect BFS peaks at different positions along the waveguide. Therefore, the ASE bandwidth was set to 30 GHz corresponding to 2 mm spatial resolution in the waveguide. A distributed measurement was performed by step-ping the delay line with 2 mm steps along the waveguide. The local SBS response at different points of the hybrid waveguide are plotted in Fig. 4(b) to (d) . The Brillouin spectrum at 1.9 µm wide section consists of two BFS at 7.74 and 7.82 GHz. However, in the middle section with 1.08 µm width only one BFS peak is observed at 7.60 GHz. The Brillouin spectrum collected from different sections of the waveguide agree with the integrated measurement taken at reference waveguides with similar widths. As seen in Fig. 4(b) to (d) , 800 nm change in the waveguide width results in 140 MHz change in the BFS for the fundamental mode, in agreement with Eq. (1). However, since the linewidth of the measurement is in the order of 40 MHz, width variation as small as 100 nm(corresponding to 20 MHz BFS change) is expected to be detected by this system. The spatial resolution of the system is confirmed to be 2 mm since the section in the middle is clearly resolved without detecting the Brillouin response from the other sections of the waveguide.
In conclusion, we reported a distributed SBS measurement based on the BOCDA technique on a siliconchalcogenide hybrid waveguide. Spatial resolution of 2 mm has been demonstrated by resolving a 2 mm feature on the waveguide. This measurement is a proofof-principle for waveguide characterization in a siliconbased platform with an active SBS gain medium. In addition, this approach provides valuable information about geometry-dependent opto-acoustic responses for further design and fabrication improvement. The spatial resolution of this measurement was mainly limited by the strong pump back reflection from the grating couplers. Optical filtering of the pump back reflection was also limited due to the wide spectral overlap between the pump back reflection and the amplified probe for ASE bandwidth beyond 30 GHz. Further improvement in spatial resolution is therefore possible by reducing the back reflection from the grating couplers in the fabrication process.
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